WILTON POLICE COMMISSION SPECIAL MEETING
MONDAY, JULY 20, 2015
TRACKSIDE
15 STATION ROAD
WILTON, CT 06897

AGENDA

1. CALL TO ORDER— 7:00 PM

2. READING & APPROVAL OF MINUTES FOR THE JUNE 8, 2015 SPECIAL MEETING

3. DISCUSSION ON MONTHLY REPORTS
   A. ACTIVITY REPORTS
   B. MAC REPORT / SEU REPORT
   C. SRO REPORT

4. REPORT OF CHIEF

5. OLD BUSINESS:
   A. DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ON NO PARKING SIGN REQUEST ON DEERFIELD RD
   B. DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ON ROUTE 7 & GRUMMAN HILL RD INTERSECTION

6. NEW BUSINESS:
   A. DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ON DANBURY ROAD & SCHOOL ROAD
   B. DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ON SHARP HILL CROSSWALK BEACONS
   C. DISCUSSION AND/OR APPROVAL FOR DETECTIVE PETER TRAHAN – DEA
   D. DISCUSSION AND/OR APPROVAL TO REMOVE SGT. HARTMAN FROM PROBATION STATUS

7. REPORTS OF COMMISSIONERS

8. EXECUTIVE SESSION
   A. PERSONNEL ISSUES
      1) RECRUITMENT
      2) CHIEF’S CONTRACT

9. ADJOURNMENT